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About This Content

Ancient Empires Lux takes you through all the great early civilizations of mankind. Ancient Egypt, India, China, Greece,
Rome, and more are yours for the taking.

The game has a total of 58 ancient nations for you to control. You can play as just the strongest, or work cleverly to achieve
victory from the humblest of starts. Hours and hours of fun are yours to be had in Ancient Empires Lux.

Ancient Empires Lux is a DLC expansion campaign for Lux Delux.
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Short but very immersive psychological-horror parkour experience. Other companies would charge 20 bugs for it per ubi-year
;). Pro:
Cards
Story
Low system spec
Graphics

Con:
Price
Acting
Very on-rails gameplay

Push:
The houmor is hit and miss

Overall:
5/10 -2 price +1 story = 4/10
Get the game but ONLY when it's 66% or more off.
This game is dated but $11 is just excessive, $3-4 maybe.

Thumbs up, but only when it's on sale.. The game relies HEAVILY on coins to purchase more resources to get through the
puzzles
Developer forgot to include the microtransaction server where coins were most-likely meant to be purchased with real cash

Yet another non-functional $teamy one - this site has turned into the interweb's Wal-Mart toilet and no one's even bothering to
come back to flush. Firstly I set the game resolution and there is where all♥♥♥♥♥♥came down. I set it to 3840 x 2160 as per
my display resolution and everything became so large I cannot undo the resolution. I can't play the game for now because the
game window is far much larger than my 50" display. Really want to try out this game because of the graphics similarities to
SOD2, but now I just have to wait for fixes.. Let's just start off by getting this out of the way. YES, the English translation is
very bad. To the point of being indecipherable at times. However, these jumbled messes add a bit of charm to this game. At
times it can be hard to understand certain references if you're not familiar with Russian culture. If you spend a little time you
can usually understand the just, of what the translator had intended to say.

 Now to move onto what I enjoyed about this game. It does do some very interesting things for all it's faults. The way it potrays
the dreary, decaying, atmosphere and seedy characters, makes you think of Moscow itself as the real monster in this horror
story. It's obvious your character has very strong feelings for Soviet era. Longing back to what he perceives as the pinnacle of
societies. Only to awaken everyday to face a totally alien and modern nightmare. The game uses psychology instead of cheap
parlor tricks to create a constant sense of uneasiness. Big budget horror games could actually learn a lesson or two from this
rather simple game.

I like the art style but the music is nothing to special. The game is very short as well. I managed to unlock all the endings in
about 30 or 40 minutes.

This game is supposedly based on certain true events. It's hard to tell how much if any of this is true. Although it just kind of
adds to the interest an mystery by trying to dig up the real truth.
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If you can get past the translation faults, I would recommend buying this game. Especially if you're looking for something a
little more bizarre and unusual than what you'd normally find in a horror visual novel.. Bought this game for 15% off, with the
Patch ofcourse
To start things, story is kinda linear, choices you make just changes the girl you choose  Aiko best grill some paths is just
dialogues nonsense,
Spent about a hour or so to get the achievements with some skipping here and there
The nudity overall is meh,  Harem ending is good tho 
 Overall considering its Dharker Studios what do you expect
I reccommend you buying it on sale better than 15%
For me Its an improvement on the previous titles
Rate: 6/10
( Had to afk the game beacause of the issue in card drops). Meteor strike = ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). I absolutely love platformers, the artstyle in
this one is fantastic, it's fast, it's beautiful and it's rage inducing! Will keep you repeating the mission till you either complete, or
quit!
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I would not recommend that game in it current state, but if the game would be a bit more polished it can make a little bit fun for
sure. So the game has potential but further updates are needed.
I srsly hope for further updates on thise game.. An amazing surreal experience! There are some really clever (or trolling) puzzles
and so much of this game operates on a "dream-like" logic. The characters are well fleshed out and lovable so you'll surely find
yourself rooting for them a lot, and getting upset when bad things happen. It's dark but also very funny at times. Plus the unique
mystical yet minimalistic aesthetic is worth playing it by itself! Definitely a game I will remember fondly forever. And it's real
cheap so what are you even doing reading this chaotic "review", just go play it and see for yourself!!. The game started as a
freeware game, and you can still legally download it for free. You really should buy this game either if you're a huge fan and
want some additional modes or if you want to support the developpers.

As for me, I saw it featured ninjas, so I couldn't resist.. it has great potenial.. i love the open map concept, going in building and
everything, its great. but i really do this the game should be pay to play, yeah you can play and have fun but alot of the stuff u
have to buy the full game for. i think if they got rid of that and improved it more, since its alhpa, its going to be great im excited
for this game, give it a chance.. Starscape is a curious fusion of an arcade and a turn-based strategy game. The arcade
component is in total domination, but as long as it is not backed by strategic advancements, it tends to become overwhelmingly
hard.

The main feature of the game is addictive gameplay. Despite the simple idea ("collect resources to become stronger, but watch
your back and take offensive actions to collect intelligence") the gameplay is extremely immersive. The whole stroy takes ~12
hours (or less on low difficulty levels) to complete. The storyline is not bad, but not too bristling with events.

From purely technical point of view, the game mechanics is trivial: the more resources you collect, the more powerful you get;
and few things can prevent you from collecting resources. Whenever you save a game, it is always easy to load and avoid any
serious danger you get into. It is possible to think of circumstances resulting in 100% death, but I have never encountered such a
coincidence in practice. The only thing the enemies can do is substantially delay your advance.

SUMMARY: plot is simple, but intriguing, graphics is nice, strategy is straightforward. But there is something in this
game that makes it addictive and immersive. An insight into this game is highly recommended. Slightly overpriced (for
a reason).. Escape from monkey island for furries...
not a bad game actually,it's classic point and click adventure game.
You need to click on objects and interact with characters and utilize your inventory
in creative ways to advance through the game.
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